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MEMORANDUM TO DR. JOHN VON NEUMANN 
23 February 1955 

Effects of Large Yield Thermonuclear Weapons Upon the Climate of 
the World (U) 

1. In the fell of 1952 and 1953 the effects of large yield weapons upon 
climate of the world were studied. (See inclosures 2 and 3). Since that 

additional information has been obtained from atomic test’oper 

from the study of radioactive fallout (see inclosure 4), 
additional light upon this same subject. I have summeri 
reference my present thoughts on the effects of nuclear 
climate of the rorldt 

a. It is believed that if a tots1 of 500 to .5OOO megatons are contc 
underground, the solar radiation reaching the earth may 1 
refers to the 3000 to '7000 Angstrom region of the solar 

The bombs must be in the yield range of from 10 to 200 megatons ec 
MT bombs would enhance this effect. If the yield of eacl 

ab is very such less than 10 MT the majority of the particles would remain i 
troposphere or in the lower stratosphere thus producing s more transient 

effect. For yields from 50 to 100 MT, a substantial portion of the cloud ril: 
be above 80,000 ft, end the maximum height-msy go above 150,000 to 200,000 ft. 
thus producing a more permanent effect. _ 

2. The following calculations indicate‘ one of the methods used to arrive 
at the above-mentioned conclusion on the number of megatons required to ~rocluc 

an effect on the world climate: 
MWWWGBLECOPY - 

a. The specific activity of the fallout from surface burst weapons I 
found to be 0.1 to 0.3 curies per gram extrapolated to the reference time of ( 
hour after bomb detonation. At this same reference time. it is assumed that I 

= ual acti t of the first shot of CASTLE Test-Operation (14 IT tott 
:%,rw;;;tm It is believed that 75 to 85 
percent of t he omb ell out within 24 hours after sf 
time (see inclosure 4). This mkans that the total weight of matter in the stc 
cloud due to fission pro& 
of from 6 x 1g2 to 3 x 53 

s, bomb material and crater material was in the rc 
10 This appears reasonable since it is believei 

that the CASTLE Bravp crater &esents a stsss displacement of approximately 
1 x 1015 gm. It is believed that the crater dimensions are accurete within a 

the total activity of the bomb remains 
iloft. ft in therefore b 
the soil debris sucked into the cloud remains aloft in the stratosphere. Thit 
means that 3 x 1011 to 1.5 x 1012 gm of finely divided soil debris remains ale 
in the stratosphere from each 15 m bomb surface detonated on dry lend, Inci- 
dentally, this represents spproxi&tely 0.0015 to 0.0003 of the total material 
displaced by the crater. There is some evidence that the distribution of 
particle radii-at such heights (above 60,000 it) is in the order of O.S/c(see 
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C. Acoording to Tables I of inclosures 1 and 2, approximately 
2 II lo25 particles are required in the stratosphere ritb radii of O.Wto 
reduce insolation by lO$ when the 6~13 is at the zenith. This represents 
3 x 1013 gm of finely divided dust and soil debris In the stratosphere. Our 
calculations in pwagrapb b above shored, boaever, that each 15 MT surface 
detone tion 

of3 
traduces more or lea6 permanently into the atratospbera 9 I l$ 

to 1.5 It 1 gm of finely divided soil debris. This means that 20 to 100 bomb6 
of 15 CT each are required to reduce insolation by 10% for the ca6e when the 6un 
ia et the zenith. &s indicated on page 19 of inclosure 3, changes in the solar 
6anit.b distance reduce the $nsoletion excessively. Hence, for the average 
zatith distance of the bun in our latitudes, the insoletion may ha reduced by 
20s or greater for the above mentioned amount6 of stratospheric dust. However, 
there is another effect which works in the opposite direction, and this is the 
scatter of solar radistion which mey be predominantly in the forward direction, 

pecielly for particles in the size range of tbe wave length of light. Thi6 
ould require the presence of more dust aloft. For this reason we atmme that 

tbe above-mentioned number of required bomb6 should be increased by a factor 
Hence, 40 to 200 bomb6 would now be required if the yield is 15lJT. 

herefore, a total of 600 to 3000 MT would ba required to reduce insolation by 
. It should be noted that by “NN%Ih’E” astimstes at least 25,000 MT would 

e required in order for the world population to reach the Strontium 90 tolerance 
eve1 for the world population. Thus the climate effect may precede the carcino- 

,genic affect. 

d. It should be noted that if the-bombs are exploded in the air, there 
11 be very little dust kicked aloft into the stratosphere. Therefore, the 
ove calculation6 apply only to surfbce and subsurface shot6 on dry land. It 

6 not clear what t_ype of affect shots over water or under uater would have upon 
he climate of the world. My present discussion applies only to the effect pro- 
uced by soil particles. 

Finally one mey be permitted to conjecture that if there is the 
appearanc?of a blue sun due to uniformly distributed, submicron stratospheric 
dust, the probebility may be high that an affect will be produced in the bemi- 
spheric or world surfsce tempertitures. If the dust remains in the stratosphere 
essentially unchanged in concentretion for a long period of time (1 to 10 years), 
it may be worthwhile to look for the beginnings of a moderate ice age. _ 

3. This memo classified SECRET-RP in accordance with paragr6pbs 23b 
and 56, AFB 205-l. 

Lt Coloael, USAF 
Atomic Operations Division 
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